Effect of task-irrelevant high-speed verbal stimulation on a visual/verbal word-discrimination task: an event-related potential study.
We investigated whether incomprehensible high-speed auditory speech stimulation was processed and interacted with visual-word discrimination processing. We hypothesised that an interaction might indicate the capacity of working memory (WM) to perform the temporal processing of auditory verbal information. We recorded P300 for a visual-word discrimination Oddball paradigm in 14 healthy subjects. Auditory speech and reversed speech stimulation were presented at various speeds as task-irrelevant stimuli during the P300 tasks. The P300 latency was prolonged under forward high-speed speech stimuli (× 2.5 and × 3.5) compared with the standard speed and white noise, but there was no effect of reversed speech stimuli on the P300 latency during the word-discrimination paradigm. We considered that high-speed speech stimulation was processed without conscious comprehension and competed with verbal processing during the visual-word-discrimination task, possibly by interfering with the use of WM. The present study shows the capacity of the brain to process high-speed verbal stimulation and the interaction with a visual-verbal task.